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A STORY OF WATER
By Basudhara Royis
For love’s sake
I bade my pupils
under eye-lids’ petals
hold fast an ocean
as night holds darkness,
beauty deceit, pain truth,
as water in formlessness
holds the world’s shapes
but though chasmophilic
this water, its love for liberty
defies every other love.

Averse to containment,
it traverses loam, sand,
silt, gravel; fills into
whatever offers desire’s
concavity to its caprice,
magnanimity, turbulence;
surrendering finally to one
whose vast need is beyond
surfeit; whose want does not
incarcerate, only draws in by
a hungry song of its longing.
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Postscript:
You cannot exile water;
cannot ask for parentage,
paper, birthmark; can’t read
its fury on a monitor; put a
stethoscope to its heart. You
can’t force, abduct, wed water.
To know water, you must let it
come and go; gush through your
thighs; like prejudice enter your
heart; drink from your bones.
And only when water has left
can you know its gifts in you
like salt, like semen, like rain.
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